


Welcome to issue #12, the March edition of 
the TARG ZINE - our free monthly publication 
featuring community news, music reviews, 
cartoons, our entertainment calendar, articles, 
advice, coloring pages - heck, just about 
anything our friends submit. March is lookin’ 
pretty awesome - the wizards of TARG have been 
busy!! Our Maker Wizard Corey, Pinball Wizard Josh & Mural Wizard 
Pat have joined forces to fi nally transform the TARG staircase into 
a proper Entry Portal. We guarantee that passing through our newly 
decorated foyer will enchant you with extreme Pinball Powers - 
you’ve gotta see it to believe it!!! We’ve got new games on location, a 
killer calendar of shows booked and the perogies are as delicious as 
ever. Welcome to the House of TARG!!!

 – Yogi

WORDS FROM THE

WIZARD

ABOUT THE COVER
Since this is issue #12 of TARG 
ZINE, we thought we would get 
graphic designer extraordinaire 
Ken MacLaurin (AKA KJ MAXX!! 
our FreePlay Sunday Vinyl 
Rotation Engineer) to whip up a 
wicked cover that pays tribute 
to “Pinball Countdown” which 
was a 1977 animated segment 
on Sesame Street. Did you 
know the funky soundtrack was 
provided by The Pointer Sisters? 

WIZARDS AT WORK
Maker Wizard Corey & Mural Wizard Pat putting the finish-
ing touches on our new entry portal. Come check it out



VAL IS PART ELIXIR WIZARD 
& PART WALKING MUSIC 
ENCYCLOPEDIA. SHE HAS MADE 
YOU A DELICIOUS FIRE KITTY 
CAESAR @ TARG & ANSWERED 
YOUR 8-TRACK QUESTIONS 
AT HER OTHER JOB, VERTIGO 
RECORDS. THIS METAL QUEEN 
HAS AN INSANE RECORD 
COLLECTION & OCCASIONALLY 
SHARES HER VINYL GEMS 
WITH US AS A TARG DJ. VAL’S 
WIZARD HANGOVER TIP: TAKE A 
VITAMIN B COMPLEX BEFORE A 
NIGHT OUT (BONUS - YOU GET 
FLUORESCENT YELLOW PEE). 

TOP 3 FAVE ALBUMS?
Roky Erickson-The Evil One, Judas 
Priest-Sad Wings Of Destiny, Captain 
Beyond-s/t

FAVE SHOW(S) AT TARG
Spell, White Wires, it hasn’t happened 
yet but I can guarantee Metalian Fri 
March 6 will be a favourite

FIRST CONCERT
The Creeps, The Riptides, and Miles 
Between Us

HIGH SCORES AT TARG? 
Star Trek & Metallica

DRINK OF CHOICE
Bombay Sapphire with a cube of ice.

WIZARD
OF THE MONTH

VAL

OTTAWA PUNK PINBALL AND THE 
HOUSE OF TARG HELD THEIR 2ND 
INTERNATIONAL FLIPPER PINBALL 
ASSOCIATION (IFPA) SANCTIONED 
PINBALL TOURNAMENT on Sunday, 
February 22nd. 42 men and women 
came out for brunch and a day of head-
to-head competitive pinball - some 
traveling from as far as Toronto, Montreal 
and the great state of Vermont!

SOME TOURNAMENT HIGHLIGHTS:
All ages and all skill levels were represented 
- some of Canada’s best players were in 
attendance including players who compete 
at the PAPA World Championships!

Players were treated to FREE massage 
therapy by RMTs from Sage Wellness and 
The Hip Joint blog

Longest match of the day was a 50 minute 
game of Independence Day

CONGRATS TO THE WINNERS:
1st Place - Steve D. (Burlington, VT)
2nd Place - Jason M. (Ottawa, ON)
3rd Place - Adam K. (Montreal, QC)

Special thanks to sponsors Vertigo 
Records, Mayfair Theatre, and Finish 
What You Started Records for all the 
prizes!

Be sure to follow Ottawa Punk Pinball 
to keep in the loop on future events:

Facebook: Ottawa Punk Pinball League
Instagram: @ottawapunkpinball
Twitter: @punkpinball

Hey Targians, do you ever get the feeling 
that some bands just keep re-hashing 
the same formulas over and over again? 
MUNICIPAL WASTE, LICH KING, 
TOXIC HOLOCAUST & HAVOK have 
spearheaded the Thrash Revival. The 
NWOBHM 2.0 is championed by the 
likes of NIGHT DEMON & 3 INCHES 
OF BLOOD & old school hardcore punk 
gets paid homage by OFF. 

Don’t get me wrong, I love the old-
school sounds but I occasionally wish 
I could hear something innovative, 
something that mixes genres in a 
unique way. This is exactly what 
FLYING FORTRESS accomplishes 
on DIRTY RAIN... a weird meld of 
speed metal, hardcore punk, stoner 
rock and psychedelic vocals, resulting 
in a fantastic album.

It kicks off with the title track, which 
rips through your mind and leaves 
you completely disoriented, and after 
its minute and a half of destruction 
you have no time to respond when 
the next track, CASKETS, goes on, 
and is even shorter, although perhaps 
not quite as aggressive. The track 
following these forgoes the speed (but 
not the quality) of the fi rst two tracks, 
and is quite a bit longer at 4 minutes, 
being a solid stoner rock song to 
relax somewhat to, but it also has its 
heavier moments as well. Some of 

the other exceptional tracks on this 
album include ZOMBIE WAR, a short 
and fast thrasher. COLD DESIRES is 
another slightly longer more stoner-ish 
track, but does its job very well. 

During this entire album, whether it be 
during one of the longer tracks, or the 
explosions of hardcore infl uenced fury, 
bassist/guitarist BRANDON WARS 
is belting out melodic vocals, adding 
a unique fl avour to this recording. 
His vocal performance is far from 
traditional metal or punk vocals.

The strength of DIRTY RAIN lies in its 
fusion of styles to form an album which 
doesn’t really fi t under any sub-genre. 
Similarly to MOTORHEAD, it’s very 
hard to say whether MOTORHEAD 
makes punk rock, heavy metal, or just 
rock n roll. But just like MOTORHEAD, 
fans of all 3 genres will likely be able to 
fi nd something they like about FLYING 
FORTRESS.

SEE FLYING FORTRESS LIVE AT TARG THURS MARCH 12



Remember that song ACDC 
did about thunder or Back in 
Black or something and how it 
kinda sounded like their other 
song about Dirty Deeds or like 
TNT or something....

Well my new record SHIT SUCKS is 
kinda like that. Songs about dump bears 
and discounted garlic bread sounding 

kinda like my songs about being a geriatric old man and ditties 
about my crappy cat. Not as good as STAIRWAY TO HAMILTON 
but not as bad as THANK YOU FOR BEING A FRIEND.

Seems as though I at least had the good sense to enlist a whose 
who of Canadian Music. Paid for by Mother’s Bingo Winnings and 
the lure of Free Whoppers, (album was recorded on Whopper Wed), 
it has Mike Oneill producing (Inbreds), as well as Nathan Doucet 
(Crosss) and Adam Mowery (Grubbies) playing various instruments 
and crud on it. Which helps.

If you liked My old compact discs chances are you won’t hate this 
one, If you hated my old compact discs you will probably still hate 
this one. You might not but it seems unlikely. You could still order it 
to see if you hate it but there are no refunds and then you would just 
be stuck with it, until you can unload it on your juggalo cousin you 
get as Secret Santa next Dec.

SEE B.A. JOHNSTON LIVE AT TARG FRI MARCH 27

A RECORD REVIEW OF 
MY NEW RECORD BY 
ME:  B.A. JOHNSTON

I will give my new album 2.5 perogies out of 5.

HI TOM:  IT’S ONLY MARCH AND I’VE ALREADY GIVEN UP ON 
ALL MY NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS. WHAT SHOULD I DO?
– Signed, Desperate2improve

Dear Desperate2improve: Don’t be so hard on yourself. By March, 
EVERYBODY has failed on their resolutions. I was going to become a 
vegetarian. I’ve had the House of TARG brunch with Kolbassa sausage 
for three weeks in a row! Let’s face it - none of us are going to do our 
taxes, learn Japanese, or go to the gym. March is a time to forget those 
unrealistic New Year’s resolutions and start aiming to accomplish stuff that 
actually matters. Now get to it! Good luck.

HEY SLO’ TOM: ST. PATRICK’S DAY IS COMING UP. ANY ADVICE ON 
HOW TO GET THE MOST FUN OUT OF MY FAVOURITE HOLIDAY? 
– Signed, Super Irish

Dear Super Irish: I always confuse St.Patrick’s Day and Canada Day. 
Which one do I wear a stupid hat and get drunk before noon?

DEAR MR. SLO’ TOM: I HAVE A LARGE GROWTH ON MY FOOT 
BUT I DON’T TRUST DOCTORS. I’M ALSO WORRIED ABOUT ALIEN 
ABDUCTIONS, FLUORIDE IN THE WATER SUPPLY AND THE CIA PLAN 
TO ALTER THE MOON’S ORBIT. WHAT DO YOU THINK I SHOULD DO 
ABOUT MY FOOT? – Signed, Shoeless Joe

Dear Shoeless Joe: That foot sounds bad! I guarantee you that the growth 
has nothing to do with alien abductions, fl uoridated water, or the CIA.  It 
could be that moon thing but I doubt it.  ANYWAY… come by the store 
(Spaceman Music 388 Gladstone) and I’ll take a look at it. My medical 
background is limited, however one time in Calgary I removed a ball of 
tissue from a guy’s ear canal and another time I took out some of my own 
stitches, so I can defi nitely help you. Hop on over! Ha! Get it?

DON’T FORGET TO MARK SAT MARCH 7 ON YER CALENDAR 
FOR “SLO’ TOM’S BIRTHDAY BONANZA” AT TARG



MY TOYS SPRING INTO ACTION FOR A 
NEW SEASON + A VULCAN TRIBUTE.



THURS MARCH 5 - It’s the Rock n 
Roll Hot Dog Party!! The fi rst THURS 
of every month features dj’s B-RAD, 
LUKE NUCLEAR and SKID VICIOUS, 
no cover, wicked bands and free hot 
dogs (and veggie dogs!!) at midnight. 
This months edition includes a set 
from GREYS and BRAT KINGS - don’t 
miss it!! 
GENRE - ROCK

FRI MARCH 6 - Well we have been 
trying to get these guys to TARG since 
we opened and it’s fi nally happening 
- METALIAN is coming!!! Holy crap 
we are excited about this - WW4 and 
BIG KNIFE LITTLE KNIFE open the 
show with a special appearance by Dj 
VALHALLA - get ready for a night of 
metal madness!!! 
GENRE - METAL

SAT MARCH 7 - You enjoy his 
stories and humorous anecdotes in 
our zine every month, he’s probably 
done sound for your band and fi xed 
your amp or chatted with you at 
SPACEMAN MUSIC, he’s played in 
some legendary Manadian bands 
including FURNACEFACE and we 
can’t wait to celebrate his birthday 
- performances from MANPOWER, 
SLO TOM AND THE HANDSOME 
DEVILS and HEY BUSTER. Happy 
birthday SLO, you are the best and 
Ottawa’s favourite!!!
GENRE - ROCK/HUMOUR

THURS MARCH 12 - Man, this 
is some kinda heavy bill. Wizards 
of Doom ZAUM return to TARG to 
support local masters of heaviosity 
(thanks Mr. HILL) FLYING FORTRESS 
- check out their album review on 
page 3 of the zine - earplugs will be 
available at the door. 
GENRE - STONER/METAL/DOOM

FRI MARCH 13 - SKA JEFF’s ever 
popular Punk Rock Cover night 
series continues with performances 
from local musicians covering their 
punk idols - this night features sets 
of THE JESUS & MARY CHAIN, 
HUSKER DU, DEJA VOODOO and 
RUDIMENTARY PENI - always killer, 
no fi ller - all proceeds go to local 
charity!!!
GENRE - PUNK

SAT MARCH 14 - Punk Rock 
Cover night series continues with 
performances from local musicians 
covering their punk heroes, this night 
features sets of RANCID (featuring 
Wizard MARK and RADIODAZED), 
REEL BIG FISH, DILLINGER FOUR 
and A GLOBAL THREAT - all 
proceeds to local charities.
GENRE - PUNK

WED MARCH 18 - TEMBO 
fundraiser - projectembo.org, is an 
organization that raises money to 
sponsor girls in Tanzania through 

A GUIDE TO ALL THE CONCERTS TAKING 
PLACE AT HOUSE OF TARG THIS MARCH.

secondary school & beyond while 
also sponsoring micro loans and 
micro business opportunities 
with women. Their current project 
involves the construction of a 
playground outside of the Longido 
Learning Centre. Come out and 
support a great cause!

THURS MARCH 19 - Ever been to 
a PARTY AT THE MOONTOWER? 
Full kegs, everyone’s gonna be 
there - including the TAYLOR 
KNOX BAND and guests, Dj’s SKID 
VICIOUS and KJMAXX - good times 
guaranteed!!! 
GENRE - ROCK’N’ROLL

FRI MARCH 20 - The fi rst day of 
spring arrives and brings with it a 
stacked bill of local TARG favourites 
including CRITICULL (Groove/
Metal/Punk) MUFFLER CRUNCH 
(Legendary Ottawa Heavy Rock 
Duo) and the VEN DREDDIES 
(Disco/Funk/Fusion) always a treat 
to have these talented bands grace 
our stage and perform for you - get 
ready to move, it’ll be wild!!!
GENRE - ROCK

SAT MARCH 21 - Royal Mountain 
Records artists STELLA ELLA OLA’s 
triumphant return to the House 
of TARG, bringing with them an 
unrivalled/sweet indie/rock/pop 
sound that will leave you beggin 
for more - openers MACKENZIE 
RHYTHYM SECTION’s fi rst TARG 
performance warming up the room 
with a soul/funk/Rock set that’ll 
leave you breathless - dance till u 
can’t dance no more!!!
GENRE - ROCK

TUES MARCH 24 - Finish What 
You Started presents a super 
heavy evening of bands featuring 
ABACUS (South Carolina Hardcore), 
CHRISTWORM (Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana Sludge Metal), BLACK 
OAK DECLINE (Ottawa Metal) and 
SIDELINES (Technical Punk Metal) - 
it’s gonna get loud, so don’t say we 
didn’t warn ya!
GENRE - METAL

THURS MARCH 26 - Join us as 
we celebrate 10 years of BOTH 
KINDS OF MUSIC, a CKCU radio 
show that constantly supports our 
local music scene - performances 
by CHRIS PAGE, G.ROGERS & THE 
CAPITAL DOMINION RADIATORS 
and LONE PIG & THE RHYTHYM 
SUCKLERS - show your support for 
your community radio station, the 
favour will be returned in droves - 
guaranteed!!!
GENRE - ROCK

FRI MARCH 27 - BA JOHNSTON 
is one of our favourite performers 
& we are super stoked to have him 
back in his natural habitat - the 
arcade!! Openers DEAD WEIGHTS, 
SAILOR JUPITER and the UNKNOWN 
WRESTLER get ya revved for this 
record release party for BA’s new 
album “SHIT SUCKS”. Awesome!!!
GENRE - ROCK/COMEDY

SAT MARCH 28 - Yup, you guessed 
it - another edition of SKA JEFFS 
Punk Rock Cover Nights!!!! This 
night features performances by local 
musicians paying tribute to their punk 
rock heroes - come and enjoy sets of 
SUBLIME, SONIC YOUTH, ZEKE and 
DISCLOSE - get r in ya bud!!! 
GENRE - PUNK



#4 THE MELVINS
Covering Youth of Amer-
ica by 70s Portland punk 
group, THE WIPERS. A 
perfectly weird match, for 
a perfectly weird band. #1 PUNK COVER 

BY A METAL 
BAND:

SEPULTURA 
covering Annihilation 
by one of my favourite 
punk bands, California’s 
CRUCIFIX. This is a 
bonus track on their 
Nation’s album. Amazing 
cover!#3 OVERKILL

Covering SUBHUMANS 
(Canada)’s Fuck You from 
their !!! Fuck You!!! EP. 
Very fi tting as Overkill 
started as a punk band. 
Great cover!

#5 MEGADEATH
Covering Anarchy In The 
UK by THE SEX PISTOLS 
on their So Far, So 
Good... So What! album. 
Dunno whats worse; the 
cover or the music video 
they made for it?

#2 ANTHRAX
Covering Protest & 
Survive by UK hardcore 
punk pioneers, 
DISCHARGE on 
Persistence of Time. The 
only Discharge cover I 
like by a metal band. Not 
sorry METALLICA.

WE WOULDN’T HAVE MOST OF THE METAL WE KNOW & 
LOVE TODAY IF IT WEREN’T FOR PUNK. THINK OF THE 
INFLUENCE BANDS LIKE DISCHARGE, GBH & BAD BRAINS 
HAVE HAD ON METAL. THIS MONTHS HI-FIVE’S: THE BEST 
& WORST PUNK COVERS DONE BY METAL BANDS.

WIZARD CHALLENGE
HERE ARE A FEW MISSIONS FOR YOU TO ACCOMPLISH WHILE AT TARG. 
KEEP TRACK BY CHECKING EACH TASK OFF. SHARE YOUR STRATEGIES 
WITH EACH OTHER TO HELP UNIFY THE WIZARD UNIVERSE.

CLEAR 3 LEVELS ON SPACE INVADERS
GET TO HOLE 7 ON ICE COLD BEER

GET A QUICK CAST ON FISH TALES

GET A MULTI-BALL ON METALLICA

CLEAR 4 LEVELS ON TARG 



By Andrew M.
PINBALL SOLUTIONS

As winter begins its 
violent exit, we can 
turn our thoughts to 
hopes of spring and 
the great outdoors. 
Hunting! Fishing! 
Ultimate Frisbee! 
Or, for the more 
sedentary among 
us, playing pinball 
in a dark basement 
vaguely themed 
around the above 
activities. Fish 
Tales, a delightful 
little number from 
1992. Read on, and 
discover the secrets 
of the deep sea!

There are two ways to play 
Fish Tales. The fi rst way 
involves hitting alternating 
port and starboard boat 

shots 6 times (when lit) until lighting the Monster Fish at the left spinner (or, more 
precisely, the Eject scoop at the end of that path, above the top lanes). This gets 
you OK points and unless you are a fabulous savant you will never get in the high 
scores solely by catching Monster Fish. So I encourage you to look past the boat 
and set your sights on Fish Tales’ elusive multiball jackpots.

MULTIBALL
The multiball itself is not terribly elusive. Starting it involves, simply, hitting the 
lock shot 3 (or 4, if you’ve completed a jackpot in the previous multiball) times. 
That’s it. No complicated lighting locks or anything. The shot itself is slightly tricky 
but absolutely makeable. You can even hit it fairly reliably off refl ex-shotting a ball 
launch (the immensely satisfying “Fast Cast”).

The hard part is scoring jackpots once you’re in multiball. You need to lock a 
ball, then hit the Eject scoop within 15 seconds (where you collect Monster Fish) 
to collect the jackpot. This is tricky and involves extremely controlled, precise DON’T  FORGET  ABOUT  THE  TARG  RUSTIC   BRUNCH

EVERY  SAT  &  SUN  11 AM  -   3PM

multiball play. Practice those cradle 
separations! Your goal in multiball should 
be to collect 3 jackpots, which is hard work 
but doable.

OTHER TIPS
The other thing worth mentioning in Fish 
Tales is the center captive ball. The awards 
are quite valuable, especially the second 
Video Mode award, which awards an extra 
ball if played even reasonably well. Rock 
the Boat is a fun mode and will win you 
competition games, but will only give you 
incremental progress toward high scores 
when compared to Super Jackpots.

All the other stuff, like Bonus X, Fish Finder, 
and “stretching” fi sh is incidental to a 
good game. This makes a trap on the right 
fl ipper a little useless, because the only 
shot you want to hit is the lock. Get it to 
the left fl ipper however possible. You can 
post pass, but I generally just shoot the left 
boat shot. (Port, I think. I’m not exactly a 
nautical type dude.)

That’s Fish Tales for you. Calm down 
during multiball, play carefully, and when 
you grind through enough jackpots you 
may fi nd yourself on the high scores list. 
See you there!

ABOUT THE MARCH PIN UP

RADIODAZED ARE 
BACK FROM THE DEAD 
& NOW THEY ARE 
RANCID! 
Yep, Ottawa Punkers 
RADIODAZED are reuniting 
after years of dormancy to 
play a set of their fave RANCID 
tunes for the 90’s Punk 
Cover Nite on Sat March 14 
@ TARG. The band features 
Wizard Mark & his twin brother 
Matt. Check out their pin up 
on page 19 - they faithfully 
recreated the RANCID promo 
photo above with the help 
of Brunch Wizard Kelsea. It 
involved getting new tattoos & 
shaving side burns. Now that’s 
Punk dedication!



PISCES 
(FEB. 19 - MARCH 20)
Expect minor health issues the 
morning after your birthday: dry 
mouth, puffi ness about the face, 
slow thinking, upset stomach and 
a giant headache.

ARIES 
(MARCH 21-APRIL 19)
An older friend or family member 
will give you some advice: pull 
down your pants and slide on the 
ice. Not very useful wisdom but 
take it as a sign that March is a 
good month for you to master the 
game ICE COLD BEER.

TAURUS 
(APRIL 20-MAY 20)
The key to winning is to cross 
the fi nish line fi rst, but the art of 
failing is to be the fi rst to laugh 
at yourself. Stop being such a 
pussy and try new things. Sure 
you will screw up but who cares? 
Play TARG - the most diffi cult 
game in the arcade. It will get 
you fully acquainted with losing 
and allow you to master defeat.

GEMINI 
(MAY 21-JUNE 20)
The smallest good deed is better 
than the grandest intention. 
Intending will get you nowhere 
but doing will bring you much 
reward... unless your intention 
is to be rewarded twice as much 
as your small deed & generate a 
profi t, in which case your tactics 
are far more advanced than what 
the stars can provide.

CANCER 
(JUNE 21-JULY 22)
Nice astrological sign on ya. 
Talk about being born under a 
bad star. Your sign is a crab? 
ZOLTARG thinks you could use 
a drink. Hail an Elixir Wizard 
pronto.

LEO 
(JULY 23 - AUG. 22)
Call your friggin’ parents already. 
They are worried sick about 
you and want to know what 
the hell you have been doing 

with your life. Take some time 
out of your “busy” schedule 
and indulge them with your 
recent accomplishments. They 
will be delighted to hear about 
your Tetris high score and that 
your disappearing quarters 
have prevented you from doing 
laundry for the past 2 months.

VIRGO 
(AUG. 23 - SEPT. 22)
Slow down, you move too fast. 
Take some time to smell the 
tulips… well those don’t bloom 
for another month so you will just 
have to settle for the olfactory 
delights of the OC Transpo #2.

LIBRA 
(SEPT. 23-OCT. 22)
Astrological forces are in sync 
with your sign this month & 
pure luck is on your side. In the 
near future you can expect to 
witness a totally hilarious video 
clip on America’s Funniest Home 
Videos involving a piñata and a 
toddler bagging an adult with a 
plastic bat. March is a great time 
to be you.

SCORPIO 
(OCT. 23-NOV. 21)
A life changing event will take 
place on an undisclosed date 
and it might make things better 
or worse for you. Not much to go 
on eh? Well that’s what you get 
for being so vague when ordering 
pizza with a group. “Oh I like all 

the toppings, it doesn’t matter 
to me… oh, except mushrooms 
and …”. Stop it. You are driving 
ZOLTARG crazy.

SAGITTARIUS 
(NOV. 22-DEC. 21)
Keep everything you do out in 
the open to avoid being accused. 
Remember whoever smelled it 
dealt it & whoever deny it supply 
it. Don’t get caught downwind 
of controversy, develop an exit 
strategy.

CAPRICORN 
(DEC. 22 - JAN. 19)
Approach March with extreme 
caution. Lunar forces will interfere 
with your ability to keep track of 
your personal possessions. You 
lost your wallet twice last month 
and your keys the month before 
that. Dude, you don’t need 
ZOLTARG to tell you that you will 
misplace something soon.

AQUARIUS 
(JAN. 20 - FEB. 18)
Aqua-people, or whatever 
you guys call yourselves, are 
notorious for exhibiting behaviour 
that some people occasionally 
fi nd annoying, BUT don’t bother 
to change my friend… there is 
always someone out there who 
is willing to forget you just the 
way you are.








